
EMT Cartridges TONDOSE 

EMT was founded in 1940 and became famous 

by manufacturing professional turntables in 

Lahr, Germany. In 1965, EMT launched the fa-

mous MC cartridge TSD 15, which was produced 

in many ten-thousand pieces and used in broad-

cast studios all over the world. 

In 1974, the portfolio was widened for hi-fi listen-

ers and in 2006, the JSD series was introduced. 

Since 2014, all EMT cartridges are designed and 

manufactured in Switzerland. 

We at EMT are enthusiastic about music repro-

duction and we feel sure that analogue technolo-

gy harmonizes best with the nature of music. 

All pickups are built piece by piece in fine crafts-

manship by our well educated team of watchmak-

ers and assembling employees. Even if we are 

familiar with most modern designing and manu-

facturing equipment, personal experience in lis-

tening and manual skills are the real reason mak-

ing our cartridges so precious and musical. 



EMT-Tontechnik www.emt-cartridges.com swiss made 

EMT started building cartridges in 1959 and 

launched the most famous TSD 15 in 1965. On 

the occasion of the 80 years EMT anniversary, 

we have carefully worked on a redesign in order 

to make this absolutely unique MC-cartridge 

ready for the next decades. 

While the well-established generator remains 

unchanged, the body is created as a monobloc 

structure, milled from a solid block of magnesi-

um. Thus both rigidity and resonance behaviour 

have been significantly improved.  
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Stereo TSD MRB TSD SFL TSD SPH 

Diamond tip: MR HP SFL SPH 15µm 

Cantilever: Boron Aluminium Aluminium 

Transducer: MC Stereo   

Tracking force: 2.5g   

Output voltage @ 5cm/s: 1.05mV   

Compliance: 12µm/mN   

Recommended load: 200 - 300Ω   

The new TONDOSE is fully compatible with the 

previous TSD 15 regarding connectivity and 

weight. It is available as mono and stereo ver-

sion with three different models for each type. 

Besides the standard EMT tonearm-connection, 

we offer the option INT (Ortofon A compatible) 

and option X (for SME standard). 

Furthermore, we manufacture 1/2 and 1/4 coil 

for lower impedance versions on request. As a 

novelty, the TONDOSE is available with silver coil 

as well. 

Mono TMD 015 TMD 025 TND 065 

Diamond tip: SPH 15µm SPH 25µm SPH 65µm 

Use for: Late/up-to-date mono LPs Mono LPs Schellac records 

Transducer: MC Mono   

Tracking force: 2.5g   

Output voltage @ 5cm/s: 1.05mV   

Compliance: 12µm/mN   

Recommended load: 200 - 300Ω   


